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Aaron P. Blaisdell, UCLA

At the 2018 annual EMG symposium held at Giessen, Germany, I presented a keynote talk of the same title as this extended abstract. I gave a similar talk at the Ancestral Health Symposium in 2014 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfhudq8J2Yc&feature=youtu.be), and at invited symposia and in courses at UCLA. I have also previously published an article in the Journal of Evolution and Health on this topic (Blaisdell, 2015). What follows is an extended abstract of the EMG 2018 talk. It has been updated and condensed compared to the previous publication, with an emphasis on new material I have incorporated since the original publication appeared in print.

Let’s begin with the question, what are brains for? Brains, and nervous systems in general, evolved to handle movement through space and time. This overarching goal requires three tightly linked and interacting functions. 1. The integration of sensory input to monitor the state of the world, both external and internal. 2. The organization of response output to solve adaptive decisions in that world. And 3. The operation of computational processes that encode, store, retrieve experiences and that operate on this information.

Based on computational prowess, humans are the smartest species on Earth. Why and how is our brain built to be so smart? Answers to these questions can be gleaned through comparisons to other species, especially our closest relatives the great apes. The evidence comes in three types: evolution, development, and learning. I will discuss each of these three lines of evidence in turn. The conclusion drawn from a careful analysis of all three branches of evidence leads us to an improved understanding of how and why humans are so smart relative to other species, and how we can optimize the conditions for peak performance.

Evolution by natural selection is the process that adapts an organism’s traits to best function in the organism’s environment. Evolutionary analysis includes both phylogenetic investigations, that is comparisons across species, and of the resulting adaptations selected by environments over evolutionary time. If humans are so smart, and intelligence is a function of the computational prowess of the brain, then what is special about the human brain to beget such species-unique intelligence? First, humans are primates, and compared to non-primate mammals, as cortical mass increases (in larger brained animals relative to smaller brained animals) the number of neurons in the primate cortex increases at a much higher rate than it does in the non-primate mammalian cortex (Herculano-Houzel, 2016). (Interestingly, birds follow the primate scaling rule!) The cortex is the outer surface of the mammalian brain and is involved in higher functions such as processing allocentric relations (relations between aspects of the world) and egocentric relations (self-world relations).

Also, in non-primate mammals, as cortical size increases so too do the size of its neurons. Not so in primates for which the neurons stay roughly the same size regardless of the size of the cortex (again, birds follow the primate pattern). Moreover, humans and some other primates have many more neurons in the cortex for every non-cortical neuron, a ratio of about 24 cortical neurons for every non-cortical neuron in the brain (Herculano-Houzel, 2016). Non-primate mammals, on the other hand, have a much lower ratio of cortical to non-cortical neurons, ranging from 2:1 (for shrews and moles) to 11:1 (for pigs, whales, and ruminants). So, one answer to the question of why are human brains so smart, is because we have an absolutely incredibly greater number of...
neurons in our cortex compared to other mammals, including the great apes, and even compared to the non-cortical part of our brains. More neurons, especially in cortex, begets more computing power (Garlick, 2010).

The larger human brain (three times as large as our nearest living relative, the chimpanzee), and larger, more neurally dense cortex, requires special adaptations and genetic changes for proper development prior to adulthood (a more detailed review of this evidence is presented in Blaisdell, 2015). Some key signatures for special adaptations for brain development that are uniquely human include multiple duplication events for a gene (SRGAP2) that governs spinal density of neurons (Dennis et al., 2012). This gene regulates the generation of spines on dendrites of neurons. Dendrites are the branches extending from the cell body of a neuron that gather information from neighboring neurons for the purpose of decision making (i.e., whether or not to fire an action potential). Dendritic spines are the projections that extend from the dendrite that connect to other neurons. The neuron starts out with many more spines than are needed, and a pruning process pares down the number of spines as a function of experience, resulting in a more sparsely connected neuron (McShea & Hordijk, 2013). These sparse neurons actually encode abstract representations derived from learning experiences, and thus the pruning process is key to developing smarter neurons and therefore smarter brains. Thus, by increasing the number of dendritic spines at the starting point, this allows for the pruning process to make much more intelligent brains that represent the world at much greater levels of abstraction than is possible in any other animal (Garlick, 2010).

Furthermore, compared to non-human primates, the human prefrontal cortex (PFC) has a 12-fold increase in the expression of human-unique genes (Liu et al., 2012). The PFC is a brain area involved in complex processes such as planning, cognitive flexibility, inhibition of impulsivity, guiding mental simulations (i.e., using your imagination), and counterfactual reasoning. The ratio of human-specific differences over chimpanzee-specific differences in genes governing lipid concentration changes has recently been found to be maximal not during early age, but in early adulthood (between 20-35 years of human-scaled age), suggesting functional rearrangements of the PFC lipidome unique to humans (Li et al., 2017; see also Bozek et al., 2015). Clearly the PFC is one of the primary sources of our intelligence. Not only are there many more human-unique genes expressed in the PFC compared to chimpanzees and macaque monkeys, the expression of these genes is delayed and extended during our lifetime compared to these other primates. Evolution often acts by tweaking developmental expression of genes and developmental programs, a process called heterochrony. The human PFC shows signatures of developmental heterochrony that suggest a novel phase of human ontogeny from 3-7 years of age. This coincides with a special window of development in cognitive maturity in humans, specifically self-regulation, abstract thinking, and social behavior (Thompson & Nelson, 2011). Compared to chimpanzees and other apes, humans show an extended early childhood and adolescence. This extended development, including the human-unique period of early childhood (ages 4-6 years old) is likely what contributes to unique human cognitive traits, such as language, tool use, cooperation, and humor, as well as retention of juvenile traits characteristic of juvenile apes into human adulthood, such as playfulness, curiosity, and laughter, which can be considered cognitive neotenies.

Let’s finally turn to education and intellectual development. While the field of developmental psychology has deep historical roots, it’s only been in the past twenty years that developmental psychologists have turned their attention on the processes by which human infants develop intelligence and cognition. What is emerging from this new focus is the view of infants as rational
constructivist learnings (Gopnik & Wellman, 2012; Xu & Kushnir, 2013). What this means is that, rather than being passive learners starting from a blank slate, infants come to the world equipped with predispositions and prior beliefs about how the world should work, such as causal (Lu & Cheng, 2017) and perceptual (Wood, 2013) invariance. Furthermore, infants are active consumers of data and probe the world through experiments and exploration to discover world knowledge and test their nascent theories and beliefs. In short, early learning is viewed as being rational, statistical, and inferential (Xu and Kushnir, 2013). Research from this perspective is finding that free play can be just as good as directed instruction in guiding learning. In an experiment by (Sim & Xu, 2014), for example, 3 year olds were either shown how toy blocks activate a machine to make a sound, or they were allowed to investigate the blocks and machine through free play. When subsequently asked to choose novel blocks to make a familiar or novel machine make a sound, infants given free-play alone were just as accurate as trained kids at making inferences about machine function.

There is growing recognition that the ability of free play to guide intellectual and cognitive development is an adaptation to training the human brain to be smart (Blaisdell, 2015; Buchsbaum et al., 2012). Buchsbaum et al. write “We hypothesize that the change in the developmental program that led to the uniquely long period of human childhood allowed immature protohumans to enjoy longer protected periods of learning and, in particular, to engage more extensively in the free exploration found in play.” This hypothesis is consistent with the lines of evidence from brain evolution and development that I laid out above and previously (Blaisdell, 2015). Buchsbaum et al. specifically single out pretend and symbolic play as a uniquely human form of play that is critical for intellectual development.

"Human children, unlike any other immature animal, engage in a particularly distinctive kind of pretend or symbolic play." “Children go beyond simply practicing actions they will require later or manipulating objects to discover their causal features." “Instead, they work out quite elaborate unreal scenarios, often with the aid of language, props and gestures. Investment in an extended childhood, with its many opportunities for free exploration and causal learning, may have allowed human beings to turn from simply making the same ecological widgets to developing our staggeringly wide variety of strategies for adaptive success.”

This advanced form of play evolved as an adaptation to build large, intelligent human brains capable of solving complex tasks involving tool-use, language, culture, and prosocial, cooperative social systems over the course of human evolution. If life in a hunter-gather band society allows for proper development of human intellect (and the ancestral human ecological niche has been suggested to be the driver of human brain evolution (González-Forero & Gardner, 2018)), then the question arises, does our modern form of schooling and education also meet the needs of optimal intellectual development? We must ask this question because the modern educational system is so different, so far removed from the ancestral environment of child development and intellectual growth, that the possibility of evolutionary mismatch is significant. If we can identify such evolutionary mismatches and their consequences, then perhaps we can do something to address them and foster better, if not optimal child development and intellectual growth in modern society.

There are a number of examples that directed instruction in a school setting can impede or even erode intellectual development. In a study by Kamii and Dominick (1997), 2nd, 3rd, and 4th graders...
were tested for effects of teaching computational algorithms such as those of “carrying.” Some children had been encouraged to invent their own procedures and had not been taught any algorithms from grades 1 to 2 or 3. Others had been taught the conventional algorithms prescribed by textbooks. Both groups of children where then asked to solve multi-digit addition and multiplication problems and asked to explain how they got their answers. Contrary to expectations based on the value of directed instruction, the children with no directed instruction were more accurate (45% correct) than the directed instruction group (12% correct). More telling were the errors. When the children without directed instruction were wrong, their incorrect answers were clustered closely around the correct answer. That is, they were off by a small amount, indicating that they understood the problem and how to solve it and made small math errors in their estimation or calculations. In dramatic contrast, the children that had received instruction on algorithms made errors that in many cases were wildly off base. For example, when solving the equation ‘7 + 52 + 186’, while only 12% of the directed instruction children got the correct answer of ‘245’, many children came up with answers like ‘29’ or ‘30’ on the very low end, or ‘1000’ or ‘9308’ at the very high end of the range. Kamii and Dominick concluded that directed instruction on algorithms “untaught” the children’s earlier acquired conception of ‘place value’ and number sense.

Ashton (1975) reviewed evidence that understanding of conservation of physical properties, such as that when water from a short cylinder is poured into a tall cylinder the volume of water does not change, is delayed or declined in children receiving too much or overly restrictive formal schooling. Similarly, a more recent study found that the amount of time children spent in less structured activities (free play, self-initiated practice, reading, social outings, etc.) correlated positively with verbal fluency, a measure of self-directed executive functioning (PFC function such as self-regulation and advanced cognition), while children who reported spending more time on more structured activities (lessons, homework, tutoring, chores, and formal organizational meetings) showed lower verbal fluency scores (Barker, Semenov, Michaelson, Provan, & Snyder, 2014).

Evolutionary Psychologist Peter Gray has perhaps been the staunchest advocate for pointing out the harms of academic training, particularly in early childhood. Despite having initial academic advantages, directed academic training has been shown to have no lasting effect on academic performance in young children (Gray, 2015a). Children in more play-based preschools catch up and surpass by grade 4 the academic performance of children that attended more academically-focused preschools.

Perhaps more important are the effects of academic focused early childhood education programs on mental health and wellbeing. For example, exposure to a direct-instruction preschool program was also associated with later outcomes of higher rates of violence than was exposure to a play-based preschool program (Gray, 2015b). Gray (2015b) argues that teaching academic skills to children before they have developed the requisite motivational and intellectual foundations can do more harm than good. He suggests this harm stems from both the lack of motivation to learn academic skills before the child understands them, and because academic skills are necessarily procedure-based, and that the procedures won’t consolidate (form) into long-term memory if they have no meaning to the child. Similar detrimental effects of cognitive training introduced too early during development have shown to harm adult cognition in animal models, as well. For example, Harlow (1959) trained Rhesus monkeys trained on an object-discrimination procedure. For different groups of monkeys, training began at ages of Post Natal Day (PND) 60, 90, 120, or 150.
By PND 250, there was no evidence for discrimination learning in the monkeys that had begun training below PND 90. When they reached adulthood, the monkeys that had started discrimination training below PND 90 also showed poor set learning, a task that requires a well-functioning PFC. Thus, training introduced when the individual is not developmentally ready for it can impair development of later learning potential, perhaps through interfering with the developmental process itself. Similar results in rats have been reported by Spear and Hyatt (1993).

The detrimental effect on cognition of introducing cognitive training before the individual is developmentally ready suggests a process of decanalization, where by the developmental trajectory is thrown off course by the training, shifting cognitive development away from its normal, optimal path and towards an alternative, suboptimal path. This decanalization model of developmental mismatches has been applied to explain many human psychopathologies, ranging from schizophrenia and attention-deficit, hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; McGrath, Hannan, & Gibson, 2011), to mood disorders and impaired intellectual/cognitive development (Blaisdell, 2015).

Rather than focusing on academic training, Gray argues that by allowing children to first engage in self-directed and self-motivated play and exploration, they will form the intellectual skills of knowledge, understanding, and analytic cognition. Once these skills have formed, it is only then that instruction in academic skills can be successful. For example, the evidence from Kamii and Dominick (1997) that academic training of mathematical algorithms impairs and erodes children’s understanding of place value and number sense should not be taken to imply that such training is inherently bad. Rather, such training should not be introduced too early when the individual is not developmentally ready to benefit from such training, but should be introduced at later ages when the individual is developmentally ready to benefit from it. Clearly, academic training is highly useful and functional for adapting us optimally to our modern information-based society. Yet, the caution being advocated here is to allow the child sufficient time to develop using the original human adaptation of free play and exploration, along with being immersed in a prosocial, interactive culture, listening to stories and observing and interacting with many other children of all ages and adults, before introducing increasingly rigorous academic training to bolster rather than hinder or erode intellectual growth.

Like hunter-gatherer band society, modern society must allow the production of individuals who are creative, analytic, innovative, and generalist problem solvers, with well-functioning brains, minds, and emotions. How do we achieve this? Take advantage of the tools that adaptation has outfitted the human brain to train itself and guide its own development in educational and developmental settings that mimic the physical and social contexts of small-band society. Return to play and exploration as children’s natural ability to educate themselves, with a gradual supplementation with directed instruction and formalized, procedural skills when they reach developmental readiness, tailored to the individual (given non-linear development creates vast individual differences in rates of development). Children are born with adaptations to act like scientists and philosophers, artists and entrepreneurs. Let’s design our educational systems to bolster these adaptations rather than suppress them.
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